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Abstract

Electron transfer rates within protein systems with various donor acceptor distances, reaction-free energies and temperatures, are

calculated as the product of an electron tunneling probability and a nuclear distortion activation term. The electronic factor is given by the

frequency of electronic motion in the donor, the donor electron energy, the donor±acceptor distance and the protein refractive index.

Nuclear distortion is obtained from bond lengths, force constants and bond orders of the co-factor bonds involved in the reaction coordinate.

The nuclear factor is calculated according to thermal activation and nuclear tunneling mechanisms. The calculation of distance, free-energy

and temperature dependence of photoinduced-intraprotein electron transfer rates in Ru/Zn-modi®ed cytochromes and myoglobins does not

rely on ®tting unknown parameters to kinetic data and is in good agreement with the experiment. Systems with reduced masses lower than

100 a.m.u. may undergo sizable nuclear tunneling at room temperature. # 1998 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Ef®cient long-distance electron transfer (ET) reactions

are essential for biological processes such as photosynthesis

and respiration. Signi®cant advances in the understanding of

such ETs have been achieved from systematic studies of

photosynthetic ET chains in bacteria reaction centres (RCs)

[1] and of photoinduced ET in ruthenium-modi®ed cyto-

chromes and myoglobins [2]. These intramolecular ET rates

have been measured over a wide range of edge-to-edge

donor±acceptor distances (3.8 AÊ � re � 23 AÊ ), reaction-

free energies (15 kJ molÿ1 � �G0 � ÿ150 kJ molÿ1) and

temperatures (5 K � T � 330 K). Further developments in

this ®eld would bene®t from simple theoretical models

which estimate ET rate constants under these conditions

without resorting to the ®tting of parameters to the biolo-

gical systems. The theoretical models presented here pro-

vide the basis for such predictions and rationalizations in

biological ET reactions, and can be used to calculate abso-

lute rates and their (distance, driving force, temperature)

dependences in good agreement with experimental data on

ruthenium-modi®ed cytochromes, ruthenium/zinc-modi®ed

myoglobins and RCs.

We follow the intersecting-state model [3] to calculate

intraprotein ET rate constants as the product of electronic

and nuclear factors. The reactions considered in this work

are non-adiabatic. In the electronically non-adiabatic limit,

the effective electronic frequency for the transfer of an

electron from the donor to the acceptor is much lower than

the nuclear vibrational frequencies of the donor and acceptor

reactive modes and the transition state for the ET reaction is

formed many times before reactants are successfully con-

verted to products. In this non-adiabatic limit the reaction

frequency is controlled by the frequency of electronic

motion in the donor, �el � 1015 sÿ1 [4], and by the expo-

nential decay of the electronic factor with re. The coef®cient

(�) of this decay is controlled by the optical dielectric

constant ("op) of the medium where the electronic wave-

function propagates [5]. The nuclear factor results from the

rearrangement of donor and acceptor bonds from the equi-

librium positions to their transition-state con®gurations.

These nuclear con®gurational changes conserve the momen-

tum and distance of the nuclei when the electron is trans-

ferred, but the con®gurations may not be intermediate

between those of the oxidised and reduced forms of each

reactant. The con®gurational changes are calculated from

the bond lengths, force constants and bond orders of the
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reactive bonds of electron donor and acceptor. The dissipa-

tion of the reaction energy may impose dynamic restrictions

to the rates of very exothermic reactions (�G0 < ÿ50 kJ

molÿ1). This dissipation is promoted by the coupling

between reactive and non-reactive modes, and is described

by a dynamic parameter, �. The value, � � 130 kJ molÿ1,

was obtained in the calculation of ET rates in RCs [4], and is

assumed constant for the protein systems addressed in this

study. Thus, the intraprotein ET rate constants calculated in

this study do not involve the ®tting of any new parameters to

the kinetic data.

2. Theoretical models

2.1. Electronic factors

Two fundamentally different methodologies have been

employed to interpret the distance dependence of ET reac-

tions. One is to characterize a large variety of biological

systems by a typical (empirical) square electron tunneling

barrier and to assume that all ET rates in biological systems

have the same exponential distance decay coef®cients

(� � 1.4 AÊ ÿ1) [6]. This `homogeneous' barrier model found

support in Dutton's compilation of the distance dependence

of biological ETs [1] but was criticised on the basis of large

deviations between predicted and observed rates in some

ruthenium-modi®ed cyt c [7]. The other strategy accounts

for the detailed structure of the biological spacer between

donor and acceptor, and calculates the most favourable

pathways for electronic transmission [8]. This `pathway'

model has proved helpful in interpreting distance-dependent

ETs on two-site ®xed-distance donor±acceptor systems with

a redox-active metal complex (usually a ruthenium com-

plex) attached to the surface of a structurally characterized

metalloprotein [9], but has failed to explain the insensitivity

of ET rates in some site-directed protein mutants to changes

in residues of the proposed electronic pathway [10] or the

different pathway contributions in cyt c and Mb [11].

Furthermore, ad hoc arguments about the electronic media-

tion ef®ciency of particular H-bonds on special paths have to

be invoked to reconcile the pathway model with distance-

dependent ETs in azurin and myoglobins [12,13]. Re®ned

versions of these models may lead to better estimates of the

distance-dependent ET reactions in proteins. The `homo-

geneous' barrier may be replaced by two of three types of

barriers [14], related with different density regions or struc-

tural motifs (� helices or � sheets), at the cost of additional

empirical parameters [15]. The `relatively few pathways'

may be complemented by multiple and nearly degenerate

(hundreds of) pathways [11], at the cost of increased com-

putational labour and loss of physical insight. However, the

similar � values observed in very diverse media [5] are

dif®cult to accommodate in these protein-tailored models.

The electron tunneling decay coef®cients of ET reactions

in methyltetrahydrofuran (MTHF) glass at 77 K range from

� � 1.10 to 1.44 AÊ ÿ1, as the binding energy of the electron

in the donor goes from 1.87 to 4.02 eV [16]. The binding

energy is related to the energy cost of moving the electron

from the donor to the lowest conduction state of the medium.

According to the WKB approximation [17], the decay

coef®cient for electron tunneling through a square tunneling

barrier of height � is

� � 4�

h

������������
2me�

p
� 1:025

����
�
p

(1)

where me is the electron mass at rest and the constant is

obtained when � is expressed in eV and � in AÊ ÿ1. Thus,

� � 1.10 AÊ ÿ1 should correspond to tunneling through a

barrier of � � 1.15 eVand � � 1.44 AÊ ÿ1 should correspond

to � � 1.97 eV. The nearly constant ratio between binding

energies and tunneling barriers for ET through MTHF glass,

suggests that the former should be scaled by an approxi-

mately constant factor (1.6±2.0). In the STM experiment, on

the other hand, ET from a platinum surface (work function

�0 � 5.03 eV) to a tungsten tip (�0 � 4.55 eV) in the

vacuum, yields a experimental decay coef®cient

� � 2.17 AÊ ÿ1 [18,19] in agreement with the value calculated

with Eq. (1), � � 2.24 AÊ ÿ1, using the average work func-

tions of Pt and W. These data strongly suggest that the

effective tunneling barrier is lower than the binding energy

of the electron in the donor by a factor approaching the

optical dielectric constant of the medium, "op � nD
2 where

nD is the refractive index,

� � �0

"op

(2)

This treatment was used to describe the distance dependence

decay of ET reactions in diverse systems such as metal-

monolayer-metal junctions, donor±acceptor systems dis-

persed in rigid organic glasses, intramolecular ET in rigid

donor-bridge-acceptor species in solution and redox centres

attached to electrodes through adsorbed monolayers [5].

We use the following argument to rationalize the fact that

the electron tunneling barrier is not the difference between

the energy of the electron in the lowest conduction state of

the spacer and in the donor [3]. Let us call �0 the energy of

the electron in the donor relative to its energy at rest in the

vacuum. The electron tunneling barrier through the vacuum

will be �0. Let us now suppose that the electron tunnels

through a medium. If the conduction band of the medium is

of much higher energy than the energy of the electron in the

donor, the medium will behave like a dielectric. The separa-

tion of charges produces an electric ®eld and, at the electro-

nic frequency, the polarization of the dielectric reduces the

magnitude of the electric ®eld by the factor "op. The electric

potential is also reduced by the same factor. Thus, the

electron tunneling barrier through a dielectric is lower by

a factor of "op than the barrier for tunneling through vacuum,

as expressed by Eq. (2). We also expect that, when the

energy of the conduction band of the medium approaches

that of the electron in the donor, the medium tends to behave
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like an electric wire rather than as a dielectric, and the

tunneling barrier follows the difference between the energy

of the electron in conduction band and the donor.

Fig. 1 illustrates applications of our electron tunneling

model to the intraprotein photoinduced ET (bpy)2

Ru2�(Mebpy)*(Cys65)! Fe3� cyt b5 and back recombina-

tion Fe2� cyt b5! (Cys65)(Mebpy)Ru3�(bpy)2. The tun-

neling barriers are not the same for the photoinduced

forward and thermal reverse processes. The main features

of our model are: (i) relating the energy of the electron in the

donor to its energy at rest in the vacuum (�0), using the

electrochemical midpoint potential of the donor (Em) and the

absolute potential of NHE (�NHE � 4.44 eV) [20]; (ii)

weighting the electron tunneling barrier by the optical

dielectric constant of the intervening medium, Eq. (2);

(iii) calculating the tunneling decay coef®cients, Eq. (1),

from the permeability of a square potential energy barrier to

an electron impacting with a constant frequency (�el); (iv)

calculating the reaction frequency of an electronically non-

adiabatic ET as the product of a constant electronic fre-

quency by the electronic permeability of the barrier [4]

� � �el exp ÿ�re� � (3)

We apply this model to ET in proteins using the literature

values of Em for each redox centre and the refractive index of

formamide, nD � 1.45 at room temperature, because "op of

proteins was estimated to be close to that of amides [21]. We

use experimental edge-to-edge donor±acceptor distances

(re), de®ned as the distance between the carbon atom at

the edge of the �-system of the donor in closest contact with

that of the acceptor [22]. We assume that the frequency of

electronic motion in the donor is constant and approaches

�el � 1015 sÿ1, which is a value commonly used for aromatic

species. Actually, there is a reciprocal relation between the

size of the donor and �el [5]. Taking re as the distance from

the centre of the � bond of the donor to the centre of the

acceptor attachment bond [23], assumes a larger size for the

donor and, consequently, requires a lower �el [5].

For cytochromes and myoglobins with known Em and re,

making nD � 1.45 and �el � 1015 sÿ1 as in our previous

application of the electron tunneling model to RCs, it is

possible to estimate absolute distance-dependent non-adia-

batic factors at room temperature. The density of the

medium (and consequently the external temperature and

pressure) can be related to � through nD.

This model may be re®ned to include anisotropy of "op in

a protein. In the physically meaningful limits of "op � 1.88

(n-hexane, representing aliphatic residues) and 2.24 (ben-

zene, representing aromatic residues), with �0 � 4 eV we

obtain � � 1.50 AÊ ÿ1 and 1.37 AÊ ÿ1, respectively. Only in

such extreme limits does this sophistication of the model

become as important as accounting for the electron±donor

energy. For example, the `special pair' (P) of bacteriochlor-

ophyll molecules in Rhodobacter (Rb.) sphaeroides RC has

Em � 0.50 eV and an electronic excited-state energy

E* � 1.39 eV, thus �0 � ÿ3.55 eV with "op � 2.1, gives

� � 1.33 AÊ ÿ1; however, the primary ubiquinone acceptor

(QA) of this RC has Em � ÿ0.05 eV; thus �0 � 4.39 eV and

� � 1.48 AÊ ÿ1.

It is possible to relate the dependence of the electron

tunneling barrier on "op with its dependence on atom density

between the pairs of redox centers. Typical ET proteins have

mean atom densities around 70%. This density increases up

to 75±79% in azurin and plastocyanin, and attains a max-

imum of about 88% in the region between QA and second

ubiquinone (QB) of the RC [15]. Protein regions with higher-

Fig. 1. Calculation of the electron tunneling decay coefficient, �, for an ET from Fe2� cyt b5 or from (bpy)2Ru2�(Mebpy)*(Cys65) to an electron acceptor, as

the WKB solution for the probability of tunneling through a square potential energy barrier; nD is the refractive index, me is the electron mass at rest and re is

the donor±acceptor edge-to-edge distance.
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than-average atom densities should have a lower barrier to

electron tunneling than normal protein regions. They do

display slightly accelerated experimental ET rates (usually a

factor of 3 or less [15]). We can have a rough idea of the

in¯uence of density variations in the value of "op considering

that organic solvents have thermal expansion coef®cients ca.

1.2 � 10ÿ3 Kÿ1 and that the typical temperature depen-

dence of their nD values ranges from ÿ0.00035 to

ÿ0.00055 Kÿ1. Thus, a 15% volume change corresponds

to an increase of nD by 0.056. A similar nD increase in the

region between QA and QB relative to normal protein

regions, leads to "op � 2.268 and � � 1.43 AÊ ÿ1. Given that

re between QA and QB is 13.5 AÊ , this decrease in � with an

increase in density corresponds to an ET rate increase by a

factor of 2.

2.2. Nuclear factors

A complete treatment of the ET rates must also account

for the Franck±Condon factors of electron donors and

acceptors. According to the Marcus theory [24], the

Franck±Condon factors arise from two sources: geometric

differences between the redox centres in their oxidised and

reduced states, and reorganisation of the medium surround-

ing the redox centers. In the Marcus theory, the internal

reorganization energy of the redox centres is proportional to

(lox±lred)2, where lox (lred) is the metal±ligand bond length

with the metal in the oxidised (reduced) state. The medium

is described by a dielectric continuum characterized by its

bulk optical ("op) and static ("s) dielectric constants, and its

repolarization energy is considered to be proportional to

(1/"op ÿ 1/"s) (1/2a1 � 1/2a2 ÿ 1/rc) where rc is the distance

between the centres of the two (spherical) reactants of radii

a1 and a2. For example, polypyridine ruthenium and iron

complexes like Fe(phen)3
2�/3� (phen � 1,10-phenanthro-

line) or Ru(bpy)3
2�/3� (bpy � 2,20-bipyridine), which are

low-spin complexes in both oxidation states with lox � lred,

are calculated to have zero internal reorganization energy

and a medium reorganization energy of � � 0.57 eV in

water [25]. In view of the small structural differences

between oxidised and reduced cytochromes (lox � lred)

[26,27], and of their much larger diameters than polypyr-

idine complexes (26 AÊ vs. 13.6 AÊ ), a straightforward appli-

cation of the Marcus theory predicts a reorganization energy

of cyt c in water ca. 0.30 eV. In fact, the temperature

dependence of the cyt c and cyt b5 self-exchanges gives

� � 0.72 and 1.2 eV, respectively [28]. In order to reconcile

the theory with the experimental values, Marcus and Sutin

estimated � of cyt c using a � 5 AÊ , rc � 18 AÊ and "s � 10

[24]. The geometric parameters have a poor correspondence

with the actual physical system and "s is much larger than the

value obtained from a microscopic treatment of the cyt c,

"s � 2.9 [29].

The dif®culties of conventional ET theories in calculating

absolute nuclear reorganization energies in biological sys-

tems lead many authors to obtain relative estimates of such

reorganization energies using the Marcus additivity relation

[24]. According to this, the cross-exchange reorganization

energy �12 is the average of the two complementary self-

exchange reorganization energies (�11 and �22). Thus, the

self-exchange rate of a cytochrome can be calculated from

the cross-reaction rates involving the cytochrome and redox

partners with known self-exchange rates. Intramolecular ET

rates in ruthenium-modi®ed cytochromes provide a consis-

tent ground to calculate relative ET rates. The rates of

RuIIL(im)(His33)±FeIIIcyt c reactions (L � phen, bpy or bpy-

methylated derivatives, and im � imidazole), yield �12 �
0.74 eV [30]. Using �22 � 0.57 eV for Ru(bpy)3

2�/3�,

we obtain �11 � 0.91 eV for cyt c. A similar study with

RuIIL3(His33)±FeIIIcyt b5 (L � bpy or methylated deriva-

tives) gave �12 � 0.87 eV [31], i.e. �11 � 1.17 eV for cyt b5.

Cytochromes have consistently larger reorganization ener-

gies than polypyridine ruthenium and iron complexes in

spite of their much larger diameters and comparable differ-

ences between the oxidised and reduced structures. Further-

more, binding cyt c to cyt b5 and consequent exclusion of

water from the binding domain, does not change the reor-

ganization energy of cyt b5 [31]. This is additional evidence

in favour of the view that dielectric continuum models

overestimate medium reorganization energies and that the

internal modes are the major contributors to the Franck±

Condon factors [3,4,32]. The solvent contribution to the

reorganization energy of blue copper proteins was also

considered negligible [33]. Thus, biological ET reactions

call for an alternative model to calculate Franck±Condon

factors.

We have found that the intersecting-state model, ISM [34]

is appropriate to calculate the nuclear energy barrier of ET

reactions involving transition-metal complexes [35,36],

organic species in solution [32] and photosynthetic bacteria

RCs [4]. According to ISM, the dominant contributions to

the reaction coordinate come from the bonds where the

electron is located in both reactants, i.e., the metal±ligand

bonds in metal complexes or the conjugated bonds of

aromatic systems in organic species. The reaction coordinate

is de®ned as the sum of the bond length changes of the

j reactive bonds from their equilibrium positions in the

reactants to their con®guration in the transition state,

d � jlz1 ÿ l1;eqj � jlz2 ÿ l2;eqj � . . .� jlzj ÿ lj;eqj. The reaction

coordinate d is related to the equilibrium bond lengths (long

bonds are more prone to change than short bonds) and bond

orders (single bonds distort more easily than double bonds).

A simple expression for d is obtained assuming that the

overall bond order of reactants and products is conserved in

an isothermic ET process [3]

d0 � lox;r � lred;r

2
� lred;p � lox;p

2

� �
a0ln�2�

nz

� �
(4)

where a0 � 0.156 is a constant related to Pauling's `uni-

versal' constant [37], and nz actually represents the transi-

tion-state bond order of the reactive bonds because higher

energy electronic con®gurations may mix extensively with
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the valence-bond descriptions at the transition state and

increase the valence bond order. The conservation of the

bond order leads to (nz)ÿ1 � (2nr
z)ÿ1 � (2np

z)ÿ1, with

nr
z � (nox,r

z � nred,r
z)/2. When more than one bond of the

oxidised reactant (reduced product) is involved in the reac-

tion coordinate, lox,r (lred,p) is taken as the average of all the

relevant bonds lengths. The same is valid for the reduced

reactant (oxidised product). Using the relations shown in

Fig. 2, we obtain the nuclear reorganization free-energy

barrier

�Gz � 1

2

fox;r � fred;r

2

� �
d2

r (5)

where fox,r (fred,r) is the oxidised (reduced) reactant force

constant. The force constants of reactant organic molecules

are taken from the normal-coordinate analysis of their

vibrational spectra and fox,r (fred,r) is the average of the force

constants of the reactive bonds. The metal±ligand force

constants of metal complexes are estimated from

fMLi � (�MLi/�MLref)
2 fMLref, where �MLi and �MLref are

the metal±ligand vibrational frequencies of the complex

and of a reference with known metal±ligand force constants,

fMLref. Depending on the complex, the references used were

Ru(bpy)3
2� [38] or NiII porphine [39]. The i metal±ligand

bonds in a metal complex behave as local modes; thus, the

effective metal-complex force constant in the oxidized state

is fox
2 � fox,1

2 � fox,2
2 � � � � � fox,i

2 [3]. The same is

assumed for the reduced state.

The dissipation of the reaction energy in very exothermic

(�G0 < ÿ50 kJ molÿ1) ETs may impose dynamical restric-

tions on the reaction rates. Such restrictions increase with

the weakness of the coupling between reactive and non-

reactive modes. ISM introduces a coupling parameter (�) to

account for this effect in the reaction coordinate. Weak

coupling (low �) enhances the reactive bond length changes,

as shown in Fig. 2. This ®gure presents the complete

equation of the ISM reaction coordinate [3,34,40],

d � lox;r � lred;r

2
� lred;p � lox;p

2

� �
a0

2nz

� ln
1� exp

�������
2nz
p

�G0=�
� �

1ÿ 1� exp
�������
2nz
p

�G0=�
� �h iÿ1

8><>:
9>=>; (6)

valid for all values of �G0, and its expansion in a Taylor

series.

ISM is particularly well suited to calculate biological ET

rates because it uses readily available structural, electronic

and spectroscopic data on the redox centers and a value of �
that is transferable from model systems. Intramolecular ETs

Fig. 2. Free-energy profiles along the reaction coordinates defined by ISM for isothermic and exothermic reactions. In the first case the reaction coordinate is

d0 whereas for the second case it also depends on �G0 and on the coupling between reactive and non-reactive modes (�). For very strongly coupled modes

(high �), the reaction energy is efficiently dissipated and d � d0. The nuclear tunneling barrier width is represented by �x.
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in solution have � in the range 100±140 kJ molÿ1 [5]. ETs in

RCs have been described with � � 130 kJ molÿ1 [4]. In this

work we use the data in Table 1, the experimental �G0

values and � � 130 kJ molÿ1 to calculate the nuclear reor-

ganization energies (�Gz) of the ruthenium-modi®ed cyto-

chromes ruthenium/zinc-modi®ed cytochromes and RCs.

We calculate the thermally activated intramolecular ET rate

constants from

kta � �elexp ÿ�re� � exp ÿ�Gz=RT
ÿ �

(7)

Thus, for weakly exothermic reactions (|�G0| < 50 kJ

molÿ1) our rate constant calculations do not involve any

®tting to experimental rates of the biological systems. For

more exothermic reactions our calculations make use of an

empirical parameter (� � 130 kJ molÿ1), that was not ®tted

to the kinetic data presented in this work and appears to be

typical of ET reactions in biological systems.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Distance effects

Ruthenium-modi®ed cytochromes have been extensively

used to test ET theories. The experimental data presently

available cover a wide range of donor±acceptor distances

and reaction-free energies. Fig. 3(A) compares the calcu-

lated and experimental distance dependence of (NH3)5RuII-

(HisX)±FeIIIcyt c! (NH3)5RuIII(HisX)±FeIIcyt c ETs [44±

46] and RuIII(bpy)2(im)(HisX)±FeIIcyt c! RuII(bpy)2(im)-

(HisX)±FeIIIcyt c [7,10,47]. The intercepts of the lines reveal

the different Franck±Condon factors of these reactions

which were included in the calculations. The force con-

stants, bond lengths and bond orders employed are reported

in the ®gure captions and were obtained exclusively from the

data in Table 1, by strict application of the criteria discussed

above. This is also valid for Figs. 4±6. Variations in the force

constants are compensated by concomitant variations in the

bond lengths. The calculated rates do have a steep depen-

dence on nz [3]. The reported edge-to-edge distances of

His79, His72 [7] and His47 [44] were measured to the

Table 1

Reactive bond parameters employed in the calculation of Franck±Condon factors of ET reactions in cytochromes and RCs

fred

(103 kJ molÿ1 AÊ ÿ2)

fox

(103 kJ molÿ1 AÊ ÿ2)

lred�lox

(AÊ )

nz �
(a.m.u.)

Reference

Ru2�/3�±NH3 1.23 1.52 4.26 1.25a 14 [35]

Ru2�/3�±N(bpy) 1.32 1.32 4.09 2b 14 [38]

Fe2�/3�±N(histidine)c 1.44 1.42 3.97d 2b 14 [35]

Fe2�/3�±N(pyrrole)e 1.0 1.0 4.12d 2b 14

Fe2�/3�±S(methionine) 1.44 1.44 4.59d 1.60a 14 [41]

Mg2�/3�±N(aromatic) 0.56 0.56 4.00 2b 14 [4]

2,20-Bipyridine 3.76 3.76 2.78 1.44 37 [42]

Porphine 3.69 3.69 2.79 1.36 74 [39]

Bacteriochlorin 3.43 3.43 2.83 1.31 74 [43]

aUsing the equation of Gordy, Pauling's electronegativities and the force constants, bond lengths and nz � 1 of Fe(OH2)6
2�/3� as in [35].

bThis enhanced transition-state bond order is due to the mixing of higher energy resonance structures at the transition state [35].
cAssumed to be identical to the Fe±N bonds of Fe(phen)3

2�/3�.
dFrom the metal±ligand bond lengths of tuna cyt c [26,27].
eAssumed to have the same force constant as the Ni±N bonds of NiIIporphine [39].

Fig. 3. Distance dependence of intramolecular ETs. (A) (NH3)5RuII-

(HisX)±FeIIIcyt c: & [44±46] and ÐÐÐ (fr � 2.95 � 103 kJ molÿ1 AÊ ÿ2,

fp � 3.25� 103 kJ molÿ1 AÊ ÿ2, lr� lp� 4.20 AÊ , nz � 1.61, �G0�ÿ0.13 eV,

�0 � 4.52 eV); RuIII(bpy)2(im)(HisX)±FeIIcyt c: * [7,10,47] and - - -

( f r � fp � 3.04 � 103 kJ molÿ1AÊ ÿ2 , l r � lp � 4.13 AÊ , nz � 1.96,

�G0 � ÿ0.8 eV, �0 � 4.7 eV). (B) (NH3)5RuIII(HisX)±Zn cyt* c: * [48];

(NH3)5RuIII(HisX)±Zn Mb*: & [11,49]; the line was calculated with

fr � 3.67 � 103 kJ molÿ1AÊ ÿ2, fp � 3.37 � 103 kJ molÿ1 AÊ ÿ2, lr � lp �
3.51 AÊ , nz � 1.37, �G0 � ÿ0.8 eV, �0 � 3.7 eV.
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methionine sulfur atom complexed to the iron ion. To these

distances we added the typical Fe±S bond length of cyto-

chromes (2.3 AÊ ), because S and Fe are weakly coupled.

Fig. 3(B) shows the distance dependence of (NH3)5RuIII-

(HisX)±Zn cyt* c! (NH3)5RuII(HisX)±Zn cyt
�� c [48] and

(NH3)5RuIII(HisX)±Zn Mb*! (NH3)5RuII(HisX)±Zn Mb
��

[11,49] photoinduced ETs. These systems have identical

Franck±Condon factors because the electron donor is the

electronically excited porphyrin. The experimental values

of His12Mb, His116Mb and His81Mb are upper limits to

the true intramolecular ET rate due to the presence of un-

resolved bimolecular contributions to the observed

rate [11].

3.2. Free-energy effects

The photoinduced ETs in L2RuII(Mebpy)*(Cys65)±FeIII-

cyt b5! L2RuII(Mebpy)
��(Cis65)±FeIIcyt b5 where

L � bpy, Me2bpy or bpym [31], do not have the same

Fig. 4. Free-energy dependence of intramolecular ETs. (A) RuL2(Meb-

py)(Cys65)cyt b5 where L � bpy, substituted-bpy [31]; the transfers from

cyt b5 to Ru3� are represented by * and - - - (fr � fp � 3.04 �
103 kJ molÿ1AÊ ÿ2, lr � lp � 4.08 AÊ , nz � 2.00, re � 12 AÊ , �0 � 4.39 eV),

and the transfers from the diimine �* orbital of the ruthenium complex to

cyt b5 are represented by ~ and ÐÐÐ (fr � fp � 3.30 � 103 kJ

molÿ1 AÊ ÿ2, lr � lp � 3.43 AÊ , nz � 1.67, re � 12 AÊ , �0 � 3.88 eV).

(NH3)4Ru(L)(His33)Zn cyt c where L � pyridine, isonicotinamide [50];

the transfers from the pyrrole ring �* orbital to Ru3� are represented by &
and the ± � ± (fr � 3.63 � 103 kJ molÿ1 AÊ ÿ2, fp � 3.39 � 103 kJ molÿ1

AÊ ÿ2, lr � lp � 3.50 AÊ , nz � 1.43, re � 11.2 AÊ , �0 � 3.82 eV), and the

transfers from Ru2� to Zn cyt c
� � are represented by ^ and by the � � �

( f r � 3 .39 � 10 3 kJ molÿ1 AÊ ÿ2 , f p � 3 .63 � 10 3 kJ molÿ1 AÊ ÿ2 ,

lr � lp � 3.50 AÊ , nz � 1.43, re � 11.2 AÊ , �0 � 4.52 eV). (B) RuL2(Y)

(His33)cyt c where L � phen, bpy, substituted-bpy, and Y � imidazole,

CN [30]; transfers from cyt c to Ru3�: * and ÐÐÐ (fr � fp � 3.04 �
103 kJ molÿ1 AÊ ÿ2, lr � lp � 4.13 AÊ , nz � 1.96, re � 11.2 AÊ , �0 �
4.70 eV); transfers from the diimine �* orbital of the ruthenium complex

to cyt c: ~; (NH3)4Ru(L)(His33)cyt c where L � NH3, pyridine, cis- and

trans-isonicotinamide [46]: & and - - - (fr � 3.21 � 103 kJ molÿ1 AÊ ÿ2,

fp � 2.97 � 103 kJ molÿ1 AÊ ÿ2, lr � lp � 4.19 AÊ , nz � 1.69, re � 11.6 AÊ ,

�0 � 4.70 eV).

Fig. 5. Comparison between experimental and calculated ET rates in Rb.

sphaeroides RCs. The edge-to-edge distances, reaction-free energies and

references to the experimental rates are as follows. Excited special pair

(P*)! accessory bacteriochlorophyll (BL): 4.7 AÊ , ÿ0.04 eV, ref. [51];

BL
ÿ ! bacteriopheophytin (HL): 3.8 AÊ , ÿ0.21 eV, ref. [51];

HL
� ÿ ! primary quinone acceptor (QA): 9.0 AÊ , ÿ0.65 eV, ref. [51];

QA
� ÿ !QB: 13.5 AÊ , ÿ0.06 eV, ref. [52]; BL

ÿ ! oxidized special pair

(P
� �): 3.8 AÊ , ÿ1.35 eV, from the >99% charge separation efficiency;

HL
� ÿ ! P

� �: 10.0 AÊ , ÿ1.14 eV, ref. [53]; QA
� ÿ ! P

� �: 21.5 AÊ , ÿ0.49 eV,

ref. [54]; QB
� ÿ ! P

� �: 22.5 AÊ , ÿ0.43 eV, ref. [55]; cyt c2! P
� �: 10.0 AÊ ,

ÿ0.16 eV, ref. [56]. The parameters involved in the calculations were

obtained from the data in Table 1 [4]. Only lower limits are calculated for

the HL
� ÿ ! QA and QA

� ÿ ! P
� � rates because the native ubiquinone-10

has a long isoprenoid tail that accelerates these rates [54] and this was not

included in the calculations.

Fig. 6. Temperature dependence of intramolecular ETs. (bpy)2RuII(Meb-

py)*(Cis65)±FeIIIcyt b5: & [58] and - - - (fr � fp � 3.30 � 103 kJ molÿ1

AÊ ÿ2, l r � lp � 3.43 AÊ , nz � 1.67, �G0 � ÿ0.80 eV, re � 12 AÊ ,

�0 � 3.59 eV, m � 97 a.m.u.); (bpy)2RuIII(Mebpy)(Cis65)±FeIIcyt b5: *
[58] and - - - (fr � fp � 3.04 � 103 kJ molÿ1 AÊ ÿ2, lr � lp � 4.08 AÊ , nz �
2.00, �G0 � ÿ0.05 eV, re � 12 AÊ , �0 � 4.39 eV, m � 56 a.m.u.); (NH3)5-

RuIII(HisX)±Zn cyt* c: ~ [59,60] and ± � ± line (fr � 3.67 � 103 kJ

molÿ1 AÊ ÿ2, fp � 3.37 � 103 kJ molÿ1 AÊ ÿ2, lr � lp � 3.51 AÊ , nz � 1.37,

�G0 � ÿ0.70 eV, re � 11.2 AÊ , �0 � 3.82 eV, m � 242 a.m.u.).
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Franck±Condon factors as the corresponding thermal reac-

tions. The cyt b5 contribution is given by its four Fe±

N(pyrrole) and two Fe±N(histidine) bonds, all having

nz � 2, but the other reactant is either the electronically

excited bpy or the ruthenium±ligand bonds. The Franck±

Condon and non-adiabatic factors of photoinduced and

thermal reactions give comparable rates and the data are

not widely dispersed (Fig. 4(A)). The same ®gure also

shows the free-energy dependence of photoinduced

L(NH3)4RuIII(His33)±Zn cyt* c! L(NH3)4RuII(His33)±

Zn cyt
�� c and thermal L(NH3)4RuII(His33)±Zn cyt

��

c! L(NH3)4RuIII(His33)±Zn cyt c processes, L � pyridine

or isonicotinamide [50].

Fig. 4(B) illustrates the consequences of the different

Franck±Condon factors associated with the (His33)Ru3�/2�

(py)(NH3)4 and (His33)Ru3�/2�L2 redox centres, where

L � bpy, phen, CN or imidazole [30], because the other

redox partner is always cyt c, with its four Fe±N(pyrrole),

one Fe±N(histidine) and one Fe±S(methionine) bonds. Het-

erogeneous Franck±Condon factors in¯uence the series of

thermal and photoinduced reactions shown in the upper part

of this ®gure. In particular, when the donor electron is in the

diimine �* orbital, the rates in the inverted region are

predicted to be faster than when it is in the metal±ligand

orbitals. We only show the calculations using the thermal

reaction coordinate. The photoinduced reactions are likely

to have enhanced re values. The most exothermic reactions

may lead to the ferrohaem metal-to-ligand charge-transfer

state (�101 kJ molÿ1) [30].

The distance and free-energy dependences of the ET rates

in Rb. sphaeroides RCs can be calculated using the edge-to-

edge distances between the co-factors [1,22], the free-

energy change of each ET reaction [4], the data in Table 1

for the co-factors and the models described above. We have

systematically used nD � 1.45 for the protein and

� � 130 kJ molÿ1 for the coupling between the modes.

No parameters are ®tted in the calculations presented in

Fig. 5. The calculated QA
�ÿ !QB rate is 10 times lower

than the experimental one. Part of this difference is due to

the use of "op � 2.1 in a region where "op should approach

2.3, for the reasons discussed above.

3.3. Temperature effects

For suf®ciently low temperatures, nuclear tunneling

becomes the dominant reaction mechanism. Its contribution

to the observed rate can be calculated using the same barrier

as for thermal reaction. The nuclear tunneling probability for

the type of barriers shown in Fig. 2 is given by the WKB

solution to a triangular barrier [4,57], yielding the nuclear

tunneling rate

ktu � �elexp ÿ�re� � 1

1� exp 2 �
h

2��Ez� �1=2
�x

h i (8)

where �Ez � �Gz, �x is the width of the tunneling barrier

and the reduced mass of the system is determined by the

assumption that the oxidised and reduced reactants have

common �Ez and �x values,
���
�
p � �������

�ox
p � ��������

�red
p

. The

normal mode analysis of each organic reactant suggests that

its effective reduced mass is the sum of the reduced masses

of the different independent oscillators in the reactant, i.e.

porphyrins: �ox � 8�CC � 4�CN. The local mode descrip-

tion of each metal complex implies that the independent

ligand atoms vibrate against a still center of mass, and its

effective reduced mass is that of the ligand atom, i.e. cyt c:

�ox � (5mN � mS)/6.

Fig. 6 shows the temperature dependence of photoin-

duced (bpy)2RuII(Mebpy)*(Cis65)±FeIIIcyt b5! (bpy)2RuII

(Mebpy)
��(Cis65)±FeIIcyt b5 and back-recombination

(bpy)2RuIII(Mebpy)(Cis65)±FeIIcyt b5! (bpy)2RuII(Mebpy)

(Cis65)±FeIIIcyt b5 [58], as well as photoinduced (NH3)5

RuIII(HisX)±Zn cyt* c! (NH3)5RuII(HisX)±Zn cyt
�� c

[59,60]. In the latter system we added the atomic mass of

zinc (65.4 a.m.u.) to the reduced mass of the porphyrin (74

a.m.u.), because the Zn±cyt complex is not planar and the

zinc atom is likely to be displaced in the ET process. It is

clear that nuclear tunneling gives a sizable contribution to

the room temperature rates of the ®rst systems, but only

becomes relevant ca. 120 K for the latter one. This differ-

ence is due to the high reduced mass of the Zn±cyt complex.

Similar results have been obtained in the description of the

reduction of the `special pair' by cyt c2 in Chromatium

vinosum RCs [4,61].

4. Conclusions

Our analysis of a large number of ET reactions in cyto-

chromes, zinc±porphyrin derivatives of myoglobins and RCs

shows that both electronic and nuclear factors are important

in determining biological ET rates. The electronic factor has

an exponential dependence on the edge-to-edge distance

between donor and acceptor. The distance decay coef®cients

have only a mild dependence on the details of the protein

structure separating donor and acceptor, but are signi®cantly

dependent on the energy of the electron in the donor. The

nuclear factor can be calculated from structural and electro-

nic parameters of the reactants and products. The contribu-

tion of the medium to the reorganization energy of the ET

process is much smaller than that of the reactants. This,

however, is not related to a speci®c ability of the protein

medium to lower reorganization energies and accelerate ET

reactions. Rather, it is a general phenomenon also apparent

in electron self-exchanges in solution.

The weak temperature dependence of some ET rates

arises from appreciable nuclear tunneling contributions,

even at room temperature. A tunnel effect theory, originally

developed to calculate rates of radiationless transitions,

provides a quantitative account of the observed temperature

dependences.

The theoretical analysis developed in this work can be

extended to other biological electron carriers and provides a
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non-empirical approach to such ET reactions. Furthermore,

it provides an adequate theoretical understanding of these

systems and may guide the design of new synthetic systems

aimed at the conversion of light into chemical energy.
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